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ABSTRACT 

 

 This article examines media content and online audience engagement 

practices by top foreign YouTube influencers in China. Driven by the theories of self-

presentation and user-generated content, a content analysis of 80 videos by top eight 

YouTube foreign influencers in China was conducted. Descriptive statistics were used 

to analyze the data.  

 The findings suggest that Vlogs were the dominant types of video content. 

They played a significant role in portraying influencers‟ everyday life in China or 

perceptions of cultural differences between their own and Chinese cultures. As for the 

core promoting and encouraging viewer engagement practices, the influencers used 

sustaining practices to encourage the viewers to subscribe, like, or share their content. 

As for the core interaction with audience practices, the influencers used acknowledge 

audience practices to thank their audiences for watching their videos at the end of the 

videos. As for the core speaking styles, the influencers communicated with their 

audiences by using conversational styles in a normal speaking voice. The dominant 

language used by American, British, and German influencers was Mandarin. South 

Korean influencers mainly used the Korean language.  

 

 

 

 



 

 Managerial implications are provided for foreign influencers, marketers, or 

brand managers who aim to use influencer marketing to understand Chinese YouTube 

audiences and increase their attention. 

 

Keywords: Media Content, Audience Engagement, YouTube, User-generated Content, 

Influencers  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 This chapter presents an overview of the background of this study, objectives 

of the study, scope of the study, research questions, significance of the study, and 

definition of terms. 

 

1.1 Background 

 The influencer market in China has exponentially grown. Since 2016, the 

number of influencers who attracted more than 100,000 followers in China has been 

increased by 57.3 percent (Dudarenok, 2018). In 2018, there was an increase of 51 

percent of the influencers with more than 100,000 followers and 23 percent of those 

with more than 1,000,000 followers (Dudarenok, 2018). The social media ad revenue 

has grown from approximately US$ 7 billion before 2019 to US$ 9 billion in 2019. 

The growing revenue has been predicted to reach approximately US$ 20 billion by 

2022 (Cervi, 2020). Among the 1.3 billion populations in China, there are more than 

800 million internet users (Cervi, 2020). A survey by Rakuten Insight shows that 81 

percent of Chinese consumers purchased products endorsed by the influencer (s) that 

they had followed (Thomala, 2020). This insight implies that influencers in China 

effectively exert their influential power over consumers‟ purchase decisions. 

 While Chinese influencers have become prominent, foreign (known as 

„laowai‟ in Mandarin) influencers have gradually created their online presence and 

built careers on popular social media platforms for Chinese people, such as Weibo, 

Bilibili, and Kuaishou since before 2018 (Dudarenok, 2018). Non-native Chinese 

foreign influencers must be good at creating content that could relate themselves with 

Chinese audiences in terms of culture and life in China (Dudarenok, 2018). They are 

categorized into two major groups: The first group of foreign influencers is “either 

international celebrities or foreigners living in Asia” (para. 4). They are known for 
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their distinctive personas or knowledge of Chinese culture and the Mandarin 

language. The second group has gained international recognition on social media in 

different countries. Their knowledge of China and ability to connect with Chinese 

audiences are their critical success. However, some of them can only use simple 

Mandarin phrases generally understood by younger Chinese audiences (Dudarenok, 

2018). 

 Foreign influencers in China use multiple platforms to reach international 

audiences (Dudarenok, 2018). While each influencer may choose different social 

media platforms, they at least create an account on YouTube, predating some popular 

Chinese video-sharing social media developed and owned by Chinese companies. 

YouTube allows the influencers' content to reach international audiences and 

subscribers, evidenced by more than 2 billion users from more than 100 countries 

(YouTube, 2021). YouTube is considered the world‟s top video-sharing platform, the 

second-most popular social media platform, second to YouTube (Tankovska, 2021), 

and the second-most popular search engine after Google (“The 2
nd

 largest search 

engine on the Internet”, 2020). Over one billion hours of videos were spent by 

YouTube viewers on its platform every day, generating billions and billions of views 

(YouTube Official Blog, 2021). The turn of video culture lends itself to the rise of 

YouTube influencer marketing. Brands set clear campaign objectives and choose 

campaign types, influencers, and KPIs on which to focus. Influencer-made branding 

videos are hosted by people that the viewers' trust.  

 

1.2 Rationale and Problem Statement 

 Numerous research (Limkangvanmongkol, 2021; Shtern, Hill & Chan, 2019; 

Sofian, 2020) exploring internet celebrities on the YouTube platform in Non-Western 

settings. However, there is a lack of research that looks into YouTube communities in 

China due to the censorship of YouTube in China (Bloomberg News, 2020). Informed 

by the author, who is native Chinese, coupled with information provided by credible 
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online articles (Bloomberg News, 2020), Chinese people resort to virtual private 

networks (VPNs) to access online content on social media sites, including YouTube. 

One of their media outlets is YouTube channels by foreigners, evidenced by popular 

YouTube foreign influencers in China that were listed by “Top 8 vloggers and their 

videos” (2018) and CGTN (2018). They have attracted between 200,000 and 

2,000,000 followers. 

 The focus of this study is to examine media content and online audience 

engagement practices by the top eight YouTube foreign influencers in China. The 

author chose to analyze YouTube videos by foreign influencers in China. Proposed by 

Pereira, Moura & Fillol (2018), popular YouTube videos are defined by three major 

characteristics: content, performance, and aesthetics. This research studies only the 

dimensions of content and performance. Mainly, it contributes to the literature of user-

generated content and self-presentation: the literature was drawn to study the 

understudied non-Western phenomenon. 

 

1.3 Objectives of Study 

 This study would like to achieve the following two objectives: 

 1.3.1 To examine types of content created by top YouTube foreign influencers 

in China.  

 1.3.2 To examine audience engagement practices used by top YouTube 

foreign influencers in China. 

 

1.4 Research Questions  

 This study aims to examine the following two research questions: 

 RQ1: What types of content are created by top YouTube foreign influencers 

in China? 

 RQ2: How do top YouTube foreign influencers in China engage with their 

audience? 
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1.5 Scope of Study 

 This research applied a quantitative research approach by using content 

analysis to examine how top YouTube foreign influencers in China created their 

content and engaged with their audience. The author chose the top foreign influencers 

in China based on their popularity and the number of followers “Top 8 vloggers and 

their videos” (2018) and CGTN (2018). Eight influencers with more than 80,000 

YouTube subscriptions and more than 100 video content uploads were selected based 

on the rankings. Ten most viewed videos by each influencer were selected, yielding a 

total of 80 videos. 

 

1.6 Significance of Study 

 The focus of this study is to examine media content and online audience 

engagement practices by top eight YouTube foreign influencers in China. The author 

chose to analyze YouTube videos by foreign influencers in China. Proposed by 

Pereira et al. (2018), popular YouTube videos are defined by three major 

characteristics: content, performance, and aesthetics. This research studies only the 

dimensions of content and performance. Mainly, it contributes to the literature of user-

generated content and self-presentation: the literature was drawn to study the 

understudied non-Western phenomenon. Numerous research (Limkangvanmongkol, 

2021; Shtern et al., 2019; Sofian, 2020) exploring internet celebrities on the YouTube 

platform in Non-Western settings. However, there is a lack of research that looks into 

YouTube communities in China due to the censorship of YouTube in China 

(Bloomberg News, 2020). Informed by one of the authors who are native Chinese, 

coupled with information provided by credible online articles (Bloomberg News, 

2020), Chinese people resort to virtual private networks (VPNs) to access online 

content on social media sites, including YouTube. One of their media outlets is 

YouTube channels by foreigners, evidenced by popular foreign YouTube influencers 

in China that were listed by “Top 8 vloggers and their videos” (2018) and CGTN 
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(2018). They have attracted between 200,000 and 2,000,000 followers. 

 

1.7 Definition of Terms 

 1.7.1 YouTube 

 YouTube is considered the world‟s top video-sharing platform that was 

launched in 2005, and YouTube allows users to upload any type of video content 

freely. The video content on YouTube could reach international audiences and 

subscribers, evidenced by more than 2 billion users from more than 100 countries 

(YouTube, 2021). Over one billion hours of videos were spent by YouTube viewers on 

its platform every day, generating billions and billions of views (YouTube Official 

Blog, 2021). 

 1.7.2 YouTube influencer 

 YouTube influencer (known as a YouTuber or YouTube content creator) 

refers to a type of internet celebrity and videographer. Furthermore, they posted the 

videos on the YouTube app, which made them very popular. In the past few years, 

YouTube influencer has become a significant influence and source of entertainment 

(Sullivan & Kehoe, 2019) 

 1.7.3 User-generated Content (UGC) 

 User-generated content (UGC) is any form of content that users publish on 

online platforms such as social media, including images, videos, text, and audio. The 

term "user-generated content" and the concept it represents entered the mainstream in 

the mid-2000s, emerging in the field of online publishing and new media content 

production (Burgess & Green, 2009) 

 1.7.5 Two-step flow of communication 

 This model refers to ideas flowing from the mass media to opinion leaders 

and a wider audience. Opinion leaders convey their interpretation of the message in 

addition to the actual media content (Lazarsfeld, Berelson, & Gaudet, 1968). 
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 1.7.6 Online self-presentation 

 It refers to the social interaction process in which people present self-

idealized through impression management (For example, costume, makeup, language, 

and action) in online settings (Goffman, 1959). Users can present themselves in a 

specific way and show their lifestyle to their audience or certain groups of people in 

multiple forms, such as images and videos. It involves expressing oneself and 

behaving in ways that create the desired impression (Baumeister, 1982). 

 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 This chapter provides a synthesis of theory and past studies on categories of 

social media influencers in China and content creation on YouTube. In addition, this 

chapter uses two-step flow of communication, user-generated content, theory of self-

presentation and explains how these theories relate and apply to this paper. In the end, 

theories are combined into a coding sheet for research data. 

 

2.1 Related Literature Review and Previous Studies 

 2.1.1 Categories of influencers in China 

 An influencer is defined as “every day, ordinary Internet users who 

accumulate a relatively large following on blogs and social media through the textual 

and visual narration of their personal lives and lifestyles, engage with their following 

in digital and physical spaces, and monetize their following by integrating 

“advertorials” into their blog or social media posts” (Abidin, 2015). The popularity of 

social media platforms, such as Facebook, YouTube, TikTok, and Weibo, has led to 

social media influencers, known as Internet celebrities. These internet celebrities are 

called “Wang Hong” in China, and they attract millions of online fans every day. 

They influence and shape people‟s attitudes by creating and sharing their original 

content on social media platforms, thus, becoming opinion leaders, and in some cases, 

independent third-party spokespersons (Freberg, Graham, McGaughey, & Freberg, 

2011). 

 In the context of the rapid development of the Internet in China, more and 

more people are using the Internet for video content dissemination. Many content 

producers have become very powerful influencers, and many of their works have 

spread like a virus (Zhang, 2020). The desire for fame and recognition through the 

accumulation of likes on social media has made the pursuit of Internet celebrities 
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famous (Sullivan & Kehoe, 2019). These influencers and their influence are more 

important and influential in Chinese marketing than ever before, especially in e-

commerce (Zou & Peng, 2019). 

 2.1.2 Categories of Social Media Influencers in China. 

 Shi (2019) categorizes social media influencers according to the type of 

influencers and the ways of influencer performance. Lui (2020) classifies social media 

influencers according to the number of followers. 

 Shi (2019) categorizes them into five primary types: 1). Celebrities, 2). Top 

Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs) & Wanghong, 3) Experts 4). Micro Key Opinion 

Leaders (KOLs), and 5). E-commerce Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs). 

  1) Celebrities 

  Celebrities can refer to movie stars, singers, or television hosts who 

greatly influence today‟s entertainment industry. In the past, they kept themselves 

private to maintain the celebrity aura. With the rapid development of e-commerce in 

China, many ordinary users have become more influential people through social 

media. Many celebrities are more open to sharing their private life and increasingly 

involved in social media (Shi, 2019). 

  2) Top Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs) and Wang Hong 

  These influencers are very powerful and helpful in most marketing 

campaigns in China. Even if KOLs do not directly sell products, they have the ability 

to seriously affect consumers‟ willingness to buy (Shi, 2019). 

  3) Experts 

  These influencers are authorities in their respective fields, enriched by 

knowledge about trends and products. They greatly influence netizens, and their 

professionalism makes them more persuasive than other influential people (Shi, 2019).  

  4) Micro Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs) 

  Micro-KOLs are potential top KOLs or Wang Hong, but they are 

characterized by fewer followers (Shi, 2019).  
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  5) E-commerce Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs) 

  Due to the vast price gap between mainland China and other areas, these 

influencers are opinion leaders and entrepreneurs. They have their brand or retail 

channels and have the most commercial image of any type of influencer (Shi, 2019).  

  In addition to Shi (2019)‟s categorization, Lui (2020) proposes another 

categorization based on the number of followers. The level of Chinese influencers can 

also determine by the number of followers, as shown in Figure 2.1. Influencer/KOL 

marketing can influence Chinese consumer buying behavior. Influencers with more 

followers are perceived as more trustworthy (Lui, 2020).  

 

Figure 2.1: Five Tiers of Influencers 

 

 

 

Source: Lui, N. (2020). KOL marketing: The key to success on Chinese social media. 

Retrieved from https://www.dragonsocial.net/blog/kol-marketing-success-

china/.  

 

https://www.dragonsocial.net/blog/kol-marketing-success-china/
https://www.dragonsocial.net/blog/kol-marketing-success-china/
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 2.1.2 Content Creation on YouTube 

 YouTube is one of the most well-known video-sharing platforms in the 

world. YouTube allows users to upload various videos, limited to music and film 

trailers, video gameplay, fashion, entertainment, education, ability, sports, program 

recording, and user content. YouTube allows content to be discussed, embedded, 

shared and viewed (Burgess & Green, 2009). YouTube allows for two primary 

functions: content creation and content seeking (Balakrishnan & Griffiths, 2017). 

 The content-seeking function allows users to browse or search for specific 

videos on YouTube to satisfy their personal needs. The content creation function 

enables individual users, teams, or media organizations to produce and share their 

video content (Balakrishnan & Griffiths, 2017). In online networking terminology, 

content creation is referred to as user-generated content (UGC), allowing users to 

express their opinions, thoughts, and creative content with others online (Boyd & 

Ellison, 2007). Moreover, YouTube is also a platform for professionals to display 

themselves (Cha, 2014). 

 The content creation of foreign YouTube influencers in China is generally 

based on Chinese culture. Most of them share their experiences about living in China 

or related to China on social media platforms. Guohua, Wei, & Huifang (2018) 

propose that video content creation by foreign influencers in China can be divided 

into five categories: food culture, social issues, development achievements, historical 

issues, and traditional virtues (Guohua et al., 2018). Most of the content is closely 

related to China, such as Chinese culture and history of China, relating to Chinese 

audiences. 

 

2.2 Review of Related Theories 

 2.2.1 Two-Step Flow of Communication 

 Lazarsfeld et al. (1968) put forward the two-step flow of communication 

theory and the concept of opinion leader based on studying voter behavior. The two-
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step flow of communication proposes that most people are not directly influenced by 

mass media and form their own opinions based on opinion leaders, who interpret 

media information and put them into context. Opinion leaders are initially exposed to 

specific media content and interpret the content based on their perspectives. In other 

words, media exposure is only the first step in the flow of information, which often 

depends on a second step to reach the general audience. For the less active users of 

mass media, opinion leaders are relied upon as the main source of information (Hong, 

2016). 

 

Figure 2.2: Two-Step Flow of Communication  

 

 

 

Source: The beginner’s guide to influencer marketing: Theory & practice. (2017). 

Retrieved from https://medium.com/@TrendJackers/the-beginners-guide-to-

influencer-marketing-theory-practice-8c7627024682. 

 

 The theory has provided an avenue to explain the phenomenon of influencers 

in today‟s world. Many new opinion leaders have become promising with the rapid 
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development of social networking sites, such as Facebook, WeChat, YouTube, and 

forums. They use content creation to gain influence. This paper studies how top 

foreign influencers in China create their content and engage with audiences to attract 

followers. 

 2.2.2 User-generated content 

 User-generated content (UGC) is published content created by the general 

public rather than professional institutions (Burgess & Green, 2009; Kaplan & 

Haenlein, 2010). In its 2007 report, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD) described three characteristics of UGC: “i) Content made 

publicly available over the Internet, ii) which reflects a certain amount of creative 

effort, and iii) which is created outside of professional routines and practices” 

(Israfilzade, 2017). Publicly available platforms for UGC include social network sites 

(Boyd & Ellison, 2007), blogs, wikis, podcast sites, as well as a virtual world 

(Burgess & Green, 2009). Therefore, UGC could take various forms, such as texts, 

images, and videos. The dissemination of UGC seeks no support from professional 

institutions regarding content creation, production, and post-production (Burgess & 

Green, 2009). UGC fully reflects the zeitgeist of Web 2.0. That is, an individual user 

has the potential to contribute valuable information and express oneself online. UGC 

disseminated through social media is presented as a mixture of fact and opinion, 

impression and sentiment, experiences, and even rumors (Blackshaw, 2006). 

 User-generated content platforms, such as YouTube, have become popular in 

a short time as the „Broadcast Yourself‟ concept allows users to interactively create 

content and value (Christodoulides, 2009). The existence of the platform and user-

generated content has introduced audiences‟ empowerment, despite its ambiguous 

nature (Van Dijck, 2013). Not only YouTube content but also the value of the platform 

is co-created by multiple actors (Burgess & Green, 2009). There are diverse types of 

content published on YouTube. Brown (2018) analyzed the most popular YouTube 

videos in terms of the number of views, as shown in Table 2.1. There are eight types 
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as followed: product review, vlogs, gaming videos, comedy videos, challenge videos, 

educational videos, unboxing, and beauty. 

 

Table 2.1: Popular Types of Videos on YouTube 

 

No. Types Description 

1. 
Product 

Review 

YouTube influencers evaluate a certain type of products, the 

quality and price of products, etc. The videos could influence 

consumers‟ purchasing decisions. Some products may be 

introduced by famous influencers, which can quickly improve 

brand image and sales (Brown, 2018). 

2. Vlogs 

Vlogs are the most popular types of video content. The 

influencers record what they do every day and post their videos 

on the YouTube platform. Vlogs may update some activities 

that YouTubers attend or do at home (Anderson, 2020). 

3. 
Gaming 

videos 

Gaming is one of the most popular video formats on YouTube. 

Gaming videos vary greatly, and that is part of their appeal and 

fun: It might be recording of a user playing a game, reviewing 

a new game, or helping someone through a tricky part of a 

game (Brown, 2018). 

4. 
Comedy 

videos 

Comedy videos are not only created by comedians but are 

created to record people‟s lives or some animals in the way that 

entertains audiences (Brown, 2018). 

5. 
Challenge 

videos 

Challenge videos are greatly popular on YouTube. Challenge 

videos are usually difficult to complete. They usually attract a 

lot of audiences‟ attentions (Anderson, 2020). 

6. 
Educational 

videos 

Educational videos are types of videos that focus on educating 

audiences about a certain topic or subject (Brown, 2018). 

(Continued) 
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Table 2.1 (Continued): Popular Types of Videos on YouTube 

 

No. Types Description 

7. 
Unboxing 

videos 

Unboxing videos focus on YouTubers opening sealed 

boxes filled with gear and products that audiences are 

interested in, and then, describing the products to their 

audience (Brown, 2018). 

8. 
Beauty videos 

 

Beauty videos are usually made by beauty influencers as 

means to update trends about beauty or demonstrate how 

to do make up in different styles. Most of the audiences of 

such videos are women (Anderson, 2020). 

 

Source: Brown, C. (2018). Here are the top 10 most popular types of videos on 

YouTube. Retrieved from https://mag.octoly.com/here-are-the-top-10-most-

popular-types-of-videos-on-youtube-4ea1e1a192ac.  

 

 The emergence of YouTube enables every user to share video content online. 

The UGC model has a short production cycle, low production cost, extensive 

contents, innovation and personality, high degree of participation and dissemination. 

YouTube satisfies people‟s social needs, users and audiences can interact with each 

other through content comments, likes and dislikes, shares, and followers. When the 

number of people following them becomes large enough, these users will naturally 

become Internet celebrities (Holmbom, 2015).  

 In China, the percentage of online UGC has exceeded professionally 

produced online content since before 2010 (Xiaoji, 2010). The literature on user-

generated content, particularly Brown (2018), informed the first research questions, 

which aimed to find out types of content created by top YouTube foreign influencers 

in China. 
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 2.2.3 Theory of Self-Presentation 

 Goffman (1959) claimed that “we are all just actors trying to control and 

manage our public image. We act based on how others might see us” (p. 22). Actors 

use various symbols, such as costume, makeup, language, and manner to present 

desired personas in particular contexts and settings. The rise of social media allows 

for far greater strategic self-presentation than face-to-face communication (Gibbs, 

Ellison, & Heino, 2006). Users can present themselves in a specific way and show 

their lifestyle to their audience or certain groups of people in multiple forms, such as 

images and videos. It involves expressing oneself and behaving in ways that create the 

desired impression (Baumeister, 1982). 

 Numerous works that exploring non-Western internet celebrities extended 

Goffman (1959)‟s self-presentation theory to analyze the ways in which people 

managed their personal impressions on social networking sites. Abidin (2015) claimed 

that influencers presented themselves as relatable by sharing some similarities with 

ordinary people. Limkangvanmongkol (2018) found that Thai beauty bloggers used 

honorific particles to show politeness and respect to followers. Limkangvanmongkol 

and Abidin (2018) proposed that Thai net idols were required to negotiate between 

Thai customs (e.g., dressing in black or somber colors and wearing muted-tone make-

up styles during a yearlong period of mourning for the passing of Thailand‟s King 

Bhumibol Adulyadej) and global trends (e.g., creating how-to videos for new beauty 

and fashion trends by Western countries). Limkangvanmongkol (2021) found that 

Thai YouTube creators crafted their personas by presenting themselves in the roles of 

how-to guru, the information source for the purchase decision, and entertainer.  

 By focusing on the dimension of performance, this research relied on the 

following practices by McRoberts, Bonsignore, Peyton & Yarosh (2016), as shown in 

Table 2.2, promoting and encouraging viewer engagement, interaction with the 

audience, and speaking styles. And, relied on the Madden, Ruthven & McMenemy. 

(2013), as shown in Table 2.3, compared and contrasted the comment categories. The 
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author used the literature to inform the second research question, which aimed to find 

out online audience engagement practices that were used by top YouTube foreign 

influencers in China. 

 

Table 2.2: Audience Engagement Practices 

 

No. Category Subcategory Description 

1. 

Promoting & 

Encouraging 

Viewer 

Engagement 

Sustaining 

Suggests ways to interact more with this 

video or channel (e.g., “like this & 

subscribe!”) (McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Promoting 

Brand 

Promoting own brand on other 

sites/channels (McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Promoting 

Others 

Suggesting other people/companies to 

patronize (McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Giveaways 
Offering digital or physical gifts to 

viewers (McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Sponsor Ask 
Asking viewers directly for money 

(McRoberts et al., 2016). 

2. 

Interaction 

with 

Audience 

Acknowledging 

Viewers 

Thank viewers for watching or otherwise 

acknowledges the presence of viewers 

(McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Building 

Community 

Suggest ways to interact with the channel 

(comment); refers to fans by a group name 

(McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Direct 

Engagement 

Give attention to specific viewers in 

videos (McRoberts et al., 2016). 

None 
No specific engagement with viewers 

(McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Continued) 
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Table 2.2 (Continued): Audience Engagement Practices 

 

No. Category Subcategory Description 

3. 

Speaking 

Styles 

Conversational 
Unscripted talking in a “normal” speaking 

voice (McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Professional 
Scripted or very polished talking (McRoberts et 

al., 2016). 

Shouty 
Talking especially loudly/emphat-ically 

(McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Eccentric 
Using strange voices, making strange sounds 

(McRoberts et al., 2016). 

N/A No speaking in video (McRoberts et al., 2016). 

 

Source: McRoberts, S., Bonsignore, E., Peyton,T., Yarosh, S., (2016). Do it for the 

viewers! audience engagement behaviors of young YouTubers. In 

Proceedings of the the 15
th

 international conference on interaction design 

and children (pp. 334-343). Manchester, United Kingdom: ACM. 

 

Table 2.3: YouTube Video Comments 

 

Category Subcategory Description 

Comments 

 

Advice Any comments which give some suggestions or ideas 

(Madden et al., 2013). 

Impression Any comments which expressing to the video or 

YouTube influencers (Positive or Negative) (Madden et 

al., 2013). 

Opinion 

 

Comment expressing the commenter‟s subjective 

opinion on a person, video or topic (Madden et al., 

2013). 

(Continued) 
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Table 2.3 (Continued): YouTube Video Comments 

 

Category Subcategory Description 

Comments 

 

Responses - YouTube influencers gave “like” on followers‟ 

comments (Madden et al., 2013). 

-YouTube influencers gave “comment” on followers‟ 

comments (Madden et al., 2013). 

 

Source: Madden, A., Ruthven, I., & McMenemy, D. (2013). A classification scheme 

for content analyses of YouTube video comments. Journal of Documentation, 

69(5), 693-714. 

 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 This chapter presents the research design, population and sample selection, 

data collection, research procedures, research instrument, and data analysis methods. 

The researchers explain the coding of items in detail. The validity and reliability of 

this research are also discussed. 

 

3.1 Research Design 

 This research applied a quantitative approach using content analysis to 

examine how top YouTube foreign influencers in China created their content and 

engaged with their audience. Content analysis is a research methodology to make 

sense of messages' content- they texts, symbols, images, or audio data to determine 

textual meaning (Gheyle & Jacobs, 2017). According to Krippendorff (2013) argues, 

content analysis seeks to analyze data from a specific context in view of the meanings 

someone, groups, or a culture attribute to them (p. 403). Therefore, the method fits the 

purpose of this research which is to reveal the online presentation strategies by top 

eight YouTube foreign influencers in China. The coding scheme was developed by 

Pereira et al. (2018) and McRoberts et al. (2016). 

 The research mainly explored types of content created by top eight YouTube 

foreign influencers in China on their YouTube channels and their strategies on online 

performance. Five aspects of the video content were coded: types of video content 

created, video promoting and encouraging viewer engagement, interaction with the 

audience, speaking styles, and comments. The unit of analysis was YouTube video 

content by the top eight YouTube foreign influencers in China. 
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3.2 Population and Sample Selection 

 This research used purposive sampling as a sampling method of this study. 

The purposive sample, known as a judgmental sample, is a non-probability sampling 

technique in which the sample members are chosen only based on the researcher‟s 

knowledge and judgment. As the researcher‟s knowledge is instrumental in creating a 

sample in this sampling technique, there are chances that the results obtained will be 

highly accurate with a minimum margin of error (Lavrakas, 2008). 

 Initially, the authors chose the top foreign influencers in China based on their 

popularity and the number of followers provided by “Top 8 vloggers and their videos” 

(2018) and CGTN (2018). Eight influencers with more than 80,000 YouTube 

subscriptions and more than 100 video content uploads were selected based on the 

rankings. In the next stage, the authors chose the influencers‟ videos based on Social 

Blade, a US website that tracks social media statistics and analytics (Social Blade, 

2020). Ten most viewed videos by each influencer were selected, yielding a total of 

80 videos. 

 3.2.1 Descriptions of Samples 

 A total of eight top YouTube influencers were selected in this study:  

  1) Fulinfang 拂菻坊 (British)  

  2) Thomas 阿福 (Germany)  

  3) 口语老炮儿马思瑞 Laoma Chris (America)  

  4) The China Traveller (British)  

  5) Jerry Kowal 我是郭杰瑞 (America)  

  6) 歪果仁研究协会 Ychina (America)  

  7) 信誓蛋蛋- Quentin (France)  

  8) 肌肉山山 jiroushanshan (South Korean). 

 Social Blade is a US website that tracks social media statistics and analytics 

(Social Blade, 2020). It tracks and analyzes data drawn from YouTube, Instagram, 

Twitter, Facebook, Twitch, and TikTok (Social Blade, 2020). This study used a 
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YouTube-certified tool (Social Blade) to analyze influencers‟ accounts to collect the 

most viewed videos accurately. 

  1) Fulinfang 拂菻坊 (British) 

  Fulinfang 拂菻坊 is a very interesting Internet influencer. His Chinese 

level is very high, and his Chinese pronunciation is very interesting. It feels happy and 

warm watching his videos. 

 

Table 3.1: Fulinfang 拂菻坊‟s YouTube Channel Information 

 

YouTube Page‟s Name Fulinfang 拂菻坊 

YouTube Link https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpPQO_EIa96Ts8

O3MflskjQ 

Number of Subscribers 336 K Subscribers 

Number of videos 445 Videos 

Number of Video Views 37,136,818 Video Views 
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Figure 3.1: Fulinfang 拂菻坊 Top 10 Videos Data 

 

 

 

Source: Social Blade. (2020). YouTube statistics by Social Blade. Retrieved from 

https://socialblade.com/. 

 

  2) Thomas 阿福 (Germany) 

  Thomas 阿福 is one of my favorite YouTubers. His video content is very 

close to real-life in Shanghai because his wife is from Shanghai. Therefore, the video 

he shared is a lot about life in China with his family. 

 

Table 3.2: Thomas 阿福‟s YouTube Channel Information 

 

YouTube Page‟s Name Thomas 阿福 

YouTube Link https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC689uDf0ryZniKp

uSK9ESTw 

Number of Subscribers 535 K Subscribers 

Number of videos 297 Videos 

Number of Video Views 91,956,912 Video Views 
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Figure 3.2: Thomas 阿福 Top 10 Videos Data 

 

 

 

Source: 50 Latest Youtube videos by Thomas 阿福. (2020). Retrieved from 

https://socialblade.com/youtube/channel/UC689uDf0ryZniKpuSK9ESTw/vid

eos. 

 

  3) 口语老炮儿马思瑞 Laoma Chris (America) 

  口语老炮儿马思瑞 Laoma Chris English name is Chris Max. He is an 

American proficient in five languages, English, German, Italian, Spanish, and 

Chinese. He often shared his life in Beijing. He said that he loved Beijing the most 

and regarded Beijing as his home. He also often shared the differences between 

Chinese and American culture. 
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Table 3.3: 口语老炮儿马思瑞 Laoma Chris‟s YouTube Channel Information 

 

YouTube Page‟s Name 口语老炮儿马思瑞 Laoma Chris 

YouTube Link https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8FnQA_ZSeH

wxAX9igzyeCg 

Number of Subscribers 744 K Subscribers 

Number of videos 139 Videos 

Number of Video Views 63,426,833 Video Views 

 

Figure 3.3: 口语老炮儿马思瑞 Laoma Chris Top 10 Videos Data 

 

 

 

Source: 50 Latest Youtube videos by 口语老炮儿马思瑞 Laoma Chris. (2020). 

Retrieved from https://socialblade.com/youtube/channel/UC8FnQA_ 

ZSeHwxAX9igzyeCg/videos/mostviewed. 
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  4) The China Traveller (British) 

  The China Traveller, he has two YouTube channels. One called the China 

Traveller or 司徒建国 (Stu). He has two goals for making videos. The first is to help 

foreigners understand Chinese culture, and the second is to let Chinese start school. 

 

Table 3.4: The China Traveller‟s YouTube Channel Information 

 

YouTube Page‟s Name The China Traveller 

YouTube Link https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=The+C

hina+Traveller 

Number of Subscribers 101 K Subscribers 

Number of videos 354 Videos 

Number of Video Views 10,023,105 Video Views 

 

Figure 3.4: The China Traveller Top 10 Videos Data 

 

  

 

Source: 50 Latest Youtube videos by the China traveller. (2020). Retrieved from 

https://socialblade.com/youtube/channel/UCm4tDRXMhE4UVPZ_9-

QPiPw/videos. 
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  5) Jerry Kowal 我是郭杰瑞 (America) 

  Jerry Kowal used to study in Taiwan and studied Chinese, then often went 

to China, India, Turkey, Ukraine, and other countries to record films. His videos not 

only introduce American culture but also spread the local culture of other countries 

through travel. 

 

Table 3.5: Jerry Kowal 我是郭杰瑞‟s YouTube Channel Information 

 

YouTube Page‟s Name Jerry Kowal 我是郭杰瑞 

YouTube Link https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfIbForcbE83cxm8

MScOTlQ 

Number of Subscribers 663 K Subscribers 

Number of videos 146 Videos 

Number of Video Views 103,325,799 Video Views 
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Figure 3.5: Jerry Kowal 我是郭杰瑞 Top 10 Videos Data 

 

 

 

Source: 50 Latest Youtube videos by Jerry Kowal 我是郭杰瑞. (2020). Retrieved 

from https://socialblade.com/youtube/channel/UCfIbForcbE83cxm 

8MScOTlQ/videos. 

 

  6) 歪果仁研究协会 Ychina (America) 

  歪果仁研究协会 Ychina is a video we-media organization. The theme of 

the video is interviews with foreigners in China. The interviews often involve China's 

current pop culture. 
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Table 3.6: 歪果仁研究协会 Ychina‟s YouTube Channel Information 

 

YouTube Page‟s Name 歪果仁研究协会 Ychina 

YouTube Link https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvVIk8oQ2vnZsCi

4vR9O4dg MScOTlQ 

Number of Subscribers 241 K Subscribers 

Number of videos 179 Videos 

Number of Video Views 28,242,934 Video Views 

 

Figure 3.6: 歪果仁研究协会 Ychina Top 10 Videos Data 

 

 

 

Source: 50 Latest Youtube videos by 歪果仁研究协会 Ychina. (2020). Retrieved from 

https://socialblade.com/youtube/channel/UCvVIk8oQ2vnZsCi4vR9O4dg/vid

eos. 
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  7) 信誓蛋蛋 (America) 

  信誓蛋蛋 is a trio consisting of Quentin, Roméo from France and Ben 

from the United States. Most of the video content is about cultural exchange and 

lifestyle films, and challenging films. 

 

Table 3.7: 信誓蛋蛋-Quentin‟s YouTube Channel Information 

 

YouTube Page‟s Name 信誓蛋蛋 

YouTube Link https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdMbdrQAh0-

zOWb2eenXE_A 

Number of Subscribers 2 M Subscribers 

Number of videos 123 Videos 

Number of Video Views 216,781,126 Video Views 

 

Figure 3.7: 信誓蛋蛋-Quentin Top 10 Videos Data 

 

 

 

Source: 50 Latest Youtube videos by. 信誓蛋蛋. (2020). Retrieved from 

https://socialblade.com/youtube/channel/UCdMbdrQAh0zOWb2eenXE_A/vi

deos. 
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  8) 肌肉山山 jiroushanshan (South Korean) 

  肌肉山山 jiroushanshan is a vlogger who likes to play pranks. He often 

plays pranks with his sister. The video content style is also relaxed and funny.  

 

Table 3.8: 肌肉山山 jiroushanshan‟s YouTube Channel Information 

 

YouTube Page‟s Name 肌肉山山 jiroushanshan 

YouTube Link https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdMbdrQAh0-

zOWb2eenXE_A 

Number of Subscribers 816 K Subscribers 

Number of videos 228 Videos 

Number of Video Views 174,521,582 Video Views 

 

Figure 3.8: 肌肉山山 jiroushanshan Top 10 Videos Data 

 

 

 

Source: 50 Latest Youtube videos by 肌肉山山 Jiroushanshan. (2020). Retrieved from 

https://socialblade.com/youtube/channel/UCj4GjeEMxwgGRPz98ltdqzA/vid

eos. 
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Table 3.9: Core Content by Top eight YouTube Foreign Influencers in China 

 

NO. YouTube Page‟s Name Core Content 

1. 
Fulinfang拂菻坊 

(British) 

Cultural differences between Chinese and British 

people; Daily life in China through lenses of a 

foreigner by using humor; Teaching English to 

Chinese audiences. 

2. Thomas阿福 (Germany) 

Cultural differences between Chinese and 

German people; Daily life of his Chinese wife; 

Challenge videos. 

3. 
口语老炮儿马思瑞 

Laoma Chris (America) 

Testing English proficiency of Chinese people; 

Teaching how to speak English correctly based 

on the analysis of the conversations or interviews 

of Chinese entrepreneurs or famous actors. 

4. 
The China Traveller 

(British) 

Geography of China; Chinese culture through the 

lenses of British people. 

5. 
Jerry Kowal 我是郭杰瑞 

(America) 

Cultural differences between Chinese and 

American people. 

6. 
歪果仁研究协会 Ychina 

(America) 

Interviews with foreigners in China regarding 

various issues, such as, mobile payment, online 

shopping and logistics; Asking foreigners who 

are learning Chinese to share their learning 

experiences. 

7. 
信誓蛋蛋- Quentin 

(France) 

Challenge videos, such as, survival games; 

Humorous videos, such as, crossing the shark 

area, such as, survival on a deserted island for 

two weeks. 

8. 
肌肉山山 jiroushanshan 

(South Korean) 

Daily lives of himself and his sister in China; 

Challenge videos, such as, setting 100 alarm 

clocks in his sister‟s room. 
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3.3 Research Procedure 

 Firstly, the researcher selected top eight YouTube foreign influencers in 

China with more than 80,000 YouTube subscriptions and more than 100 videos 

content uploads.  

 Secondly, the author selected each influencer‟s ten most viewed videos, 

yielding a total of 80 videos as a sample. The sample recruited in this phase informed 

the codebook and code sheet‟s design and was pilot tested on a small sample of each 

influencer‟s YouTube videos (n = 24) by two coders. 

 Thirdly, codebooks and code sheets were developed with coding schemes 

based on the literature of two-step flow of communication, user-generated content, 

and theory of Self-presentation to answer both research questions. The coding scheme 

was explained as follows: 

 

Table 3.10: Coding Scheme 

 

Item 

No. 

Coding Item Instructions Keywords 

1 Influencers‟ 

Countries of 

Origin 

 

Mark 1 for the country 

that the influencer 

originated from. 

*Multiple counts 

permitted 

China 

England 

Germany 

Korea 

France 

2 Types of 

Videos  

 

Mark 1 for the type of 

videos. 

*Multiple counts 

permitted 

Product Reviews: evaluations of a 

certain type of products, the 

quality and price of products 

(Brown, 2018) 

(Continued) 
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Table 3.10 (Continued): Coding Scheme 

 

Item 

No. 

Coding 

Item 

Instructions Keywords 

2 Types of 

Videos  

 

Mark 1 for the type of 

videos. 

*Multiple counts 

permitted 

Vlogs: recording of what influencers do 

every day; activities that they do (Brown, 

2018) 

Gaming videos: recording of a user 

playing a game; reviewing a new game; 

helping someone through a tricky part of 

a game (Brown, 2018) 

Comedy videos: entertaining videos by 

comedians; entertaining videos by other 

people or animals (Brown, 2018) 

Challenge videos: tasks that are difficult 

to complete (Brown, 2018) 

Educational videos: educational videos of 

certain topic or subject (Brown, 2018) 

Unboxing videos: opening sealed boxes 

filled with gear and products that 

audiences are interested in, and then, 

describing the products to their audiences 

(Brown, 2018) 

Beauty videos: update trends about 

beauty; demonstration how to do make up 

in different styles (Brown, 2018) 

   Sustaining: suggesting ways to interact 

more with this video or channel (e.g., 

“like this & subscribe!”) (McRoberts et 

al., 2016). 

(Continued) 
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Table 3.10 (Continued): Coding Scheme 

 

Item 

No. 

Coding Item Instructions Keywords 

3 Promoting & 

Encouraging 

Viewer 

Engagement 

Mark 1 for the 

promoting & 

encouraging viewer 

engagement practices 

used in the video by 

the influencer. 

*Multiple counts 

permitted 

Promoting Brand: promoting own 

brand on other sites/channels 

(McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Promoting others: suggesting other 

people/companies to patronize 

(McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Giveaways: offering digital or 

physical gifts to viewers (McRoberts 

et al., 2016). 

Sponsor Ask: asking viewers directly 

for money (McRoberts et al., 2016). 

4 Interaction 

with 

Audience 

 

Mark 1 for the 

interaction with 

audience practices 

used in the video by 

the influencer 

*Multiple counts 

permitted 

Acknowledging Viewers: thank 

viewers for watching or otherwise 

acknowledges the presence of viewers 

(McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Building Community: suggest ways to 

interact with the channel (comment); 

refers to fans by a group name 

(McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Direct Engagement: give attention to 

specific viewers in videos (McRoberts 

et al., 2016). 

   None: no specific engagement with 

viewers (McRoberts et al., 2016). 

(Continued) 
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Table 3.10 (Continued): Coding Scheme 

 

Item 

No. 

Coding 

Item 

Instructions Keywords 

5 Speaking 

Styles 

 

Mark 1 for the speaking 

style used in the video 

by the influencer. 

*Multiple counts 

permitted 

Conversational: unscripted talking in 

a “normal” speaking voice 

(McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Professional: scripted or very polished 

talking (McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Shouty: talking especially loudly or 

emphatically (McRoberts et al., 2016). 

Eccentric: using strange voices, 

making strange sounds (McRoberts et 

al., 2016). 

N/A: no speaking in video 

(McRoberts et al., 2016). 

6 Comments 

 

Mark 1 for the 

comments used in the 

video by the influencer.  

*Multiple counts 

permitted 

Advice (Madden et al., 2013). 

Impression (Madden et al., 2013). 

Opinion (Madden et al., 2013). 

  Responses (Madden et al., 2013). 

7 Languages 

 

Mark 1 for the 

language used in the 

video by the influencer.  

*Multiple counts 

permitted 

Mandarin (Chinese) 

English 

German 

Korean 

French 

 

3.4 Research Instrument and Data Analysis 

 Based on the coding guidelines above, the researcher recorded these elements 

in Microsoft Excel, and then analyzed the content analysis with the calculation 
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through Microsoft Excel. 

 Firstly, to observe each video to record the frequency of each element in the 

video; Percentage was also calculated to describe the distribution of the data; 

 Secondly, to analyze the core video types created by the top YouTube foreign 

influencers in China;  

 Thirdly, to explore the core audience engagement practice used by the top 

YouTube foreign influencers in China; 

 Fourthly, to compare the results from different influencers' content created as 

meaningfully as possible. 

 

3.5 Validity and Reliability of the Study 

 In order to ensure the validity of this research, a coding scheme was 

developed based on the literature of two-step flow of communication, user-generated 

content, and theory of self-presentation. Specifically, RQ1 investigated the content 

that was created by influencers. The authors developed the coding scheme based on 

Brown‟s (2018) literature on popular types of videos on YouTube, including product 

reviews, vlogs, gaming videos, comedy videos, challenge videos, educational videos, 

unboxing, and beauty. RQ2 examined the extent to which YouTube influencers 

performed themselves to their audiences. The research relied on the coding scheme 

adapted by McRoberts et al. (2016), which included promoting and encouraging 

viewer engagement, interaction with the audience, speaking styles, comments, and 

languages. 

 Intercoder addresses the consistency of implementing a rating system (Lange, 

2011) that two or more raters (observers, coders, examiners) agree on. This research 

measured the reliability by inviting another Chinese graduate student to serve as the 

assistant coder in the coding phase. The second coder is Yiming Wang who is, 

currently a graduate student in the MA Global Communication program at Bangkok 

University. We both had been properly trained to code samples. The coders worked 
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together since the stage of designing the codebooks and code sheets. The pilot study 

tested a sample of 24 videos with the second coder. Following Perreault & Leigh 

(1989) formula, the average intercoder reliability was .91, within the acceptable 

intercoder reliability range. 

 



CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS 

 

 This chapter aims to report the results of the content analysis of 80 videos by 

top eight YouTube foreign influencers in China. The findings are driven by the two 

following questions: 

 RQ1: What types of content are created by top YouTube foreign influencers 

in China? 

 RQ2: How do top YouTube foreign influencers in China engage with their 

audience? 

 

4.1 General Information of Sample 

 A total of eight top YouTube influencers 1) Fulinfang 拂菻坊 (British), 2) 

Thomas 阿福 (Germany) 3) 口语老炮儿马思瑞 Laoma Chris (America) 4) The 

China Traveller (British) 5) Jerry Kowal 我是郭杰瑞 (America) 6) 歪果仁研究协会 

Ychina (America) 7) 信誓蛋蛋- Quentin (France) 8) 肌肉山山 jiroushanshan (South 

Korean) in China were selected in this study. The author selected each influencer‟s ten 

most viewed videos, yielding a total of 80 videos as a sample. 

 

4.2 Findings 

 4.2.1 RQ#1: What types of content are created by top YouTube foreign 

influencers in China on their YouTube channels? 
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Table 4.1: Percentages of Types of video contents created by top YouTube foreign 

influencers in China (n=80) 

 

YouTube 

Name 

Types of Video Contents Created 

Vlog Educatio

n 

Product 

Review 

Challenge 

Video 

Comedy 

Video 

Total 

N % N % N % N % N % N % 

Fulinfang 拂

菻坊 

(British) 

6 60.0% 3 30.0% 0 0.0% 1 10.0% 0 0.0% 10 100.0% 

Thomas 阿福 

(Germany) 

9 81.8% 1 9.09% 0 0.0% 1 9.09% 0 0.0% 11 100.0% 

口语老炮儿

马思瑞 

Laoma Chris 

(America) 

6 60.0% 2 20.0% 0 0.0% 2 20.0% 0 0.0% 10 100.0% 

The China 

Traveller 

(British) 

10 100.0

% 

0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 10 100.0% 

Jerry Kowal 

我是郭杰瑞 

(America) 

10 100.0

% 

0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 10 100.0% 

歪果仁研究

协会 Ychina 

(America) 

8 72.7% 2 18.2% 1 9.1% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 11 100.0% 

信誓蛋蛋- 

Quentin 

(France) 

3 23.1% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 10 76.9% 0 0.0% 13 100.0% 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.1 (Continued): Percentages of Types of video contents created by top 

YouTube foreign influencers in China (n=80) 

 

YouTube 

Name 

Types of Video Contents Created 

Vlog Educatio

n 

Product 

Review 

Challenge 

Video 

Comedy 

Video 

Total 

N % N % N % N % N % N % 

肌肉山山

jiroushanshan 

(South 

Korean) 

10 50.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 5 25.0% 5 25.0

% 

20 100.0% 

*Multiple counts permitted 

 

 From table 4.1, it was obvious to find that most of the work is presented in 

the vlog. The Top 3 were The China Traveller (100%), Jerry Kowal 我是郭杰瑞

(100%), and Thomas 阿福 (81.8%), followed by 歪果仁研究协会 Ychina(72.7%), 

Fulinfang 拂菻坊(60%),口语老炮儿马思瑞 Laoma Chris (60%), and 肌肉山山

jiroushanshan (50%). In addition, the second primary type of video content that was 

most frequently created by the top eight influencers was challenge video. The type of 

the video contents appeared in the YouTube channels by 信誓蛋蛋- Quentin (76.9%), 

and 肌肉山山 jiroushanshan (25%). 

 

Table 4.2: Frequency of Types of Video Content Created by Top YouTube Foreign 

Influencers in China (n = 80) 

 

Types of Contents Created Frequency Percentage 

Vlog 62 65.26% 

Challenge Video 19 20.00% 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.2 (Continued): Frequency of Types of Video Content Created by Top YouTube 

Foreign Influencers in China (n = 80) 

 

Types of Contents Created Frequency Percentage 

Education 8 8.42% 

Comedy Video 5 5.26% 

Product Review 1 1.06% 

Total 95 100% 

*Multiple counts permitted 

 

 The first research question focused on obtaining a description of the types of 

content created by the eight top YouTube foreign influencers in China. Table 4.2 

shows that vlogs (65.26%) were the dominant types of content created by the 

influencers. The influencers used vlogs to portray their everyday life in China or share 

their perceptions towards cultural differences between their own culture and Chinese 

culture. For example, For the China Traveller YouTuber, he constantly explored 

China‟s geography and culture by using unique British honor to tell the story of 

China. For 我是郭杰瑞 YouTuber, his most-watched vlog recorded cultural 

differences between China and the United States. He discussed why American people 

bought Chinese products or why American people like to save money. For Thomas 阿

福, he mainly used vlogs to record the lives of his Chinese wife and himself and 

portrayed cultural differences between China and Germany. 
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Figure 4.1: 英国人做雅思测试....失败？！？！Video title is translated as: British 

people do IELTS test... failed? ! ? ! 

 

 

 

Source: British people do IELTS test... failed? ! ? ! . (2017). Retrieved from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvAM8vr3spI. 

 

Figure 4.2: 【德国中国房价对比】我爸爸亲手造的德国别墅要几个亿吗？ 

 

 

 

Source: House price comparison between Germany and China. (2019). Retrieved 

from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryXwiSR0VBY. 
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 Video title is translated as: [House price comparison between Germany and 

China] Does the German villa built by my father cost several hundred million? 

 As shown by Figure 4.1 and 4.2, YouTube influencers created vlogs that 

allowed individual self-expression and self-reflection. Each of them had their own 

personal characteristic. Figure 4.1 showed that Fulinfang 揻菻坊‟s videos expressed 

the influencer‟s self-expression through the use of humor appeals, such as 

exaggerated facial expressions and actions. Figure 4.2 shows that Thomas Afu‟s 

videos portrayed himself as a life recorder. Most of the vlogging videos related to the 

family and exciting things in daily life, such as introducing the villa built by his father 

or taking his wife to stay in the 160,000 RMB hotel presidential suite in Shanghai. 

 

Figure 4.3: 小哥被粉丝挑战在水下玩电脑 - 真的成功吗？ 

 

 

 

Source: Fans asked for a challenge to play computer underwater-is it really 

successful?. (2018). Retrieved from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKlqtZjKRss. 
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 Video title is translated as: Fans asked for a challenge to play computer 

underwater-is it really successful? 

 

Figure 4.4: 淘气弟弟在姐姐房间偷偷藏下 100 个闹钟？！姐姐真实反应笑喷 

 

 

 

Source: Naughty brother secretly hid 100 alarm clocks in his sister’s room? ! Sister’s 

real reaction. (2019). Retrieved from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OE84rT9TuFw. 

 

 Video title is translated as: Naughty brother secretly hid 100 alarm clocks in 

his sister‟s room? ! Sister‟s real reaction 

 Figure 4.3 showed that 信誓蛋蛋 Quentin video had a lot of adventures and 

fun, entertaining things to do, such as completing challenges from Chinese fans, 

trying to play computer in the water (Figure 4.3), challenging to survive on a desert 

island for two weeks. Moreover, Figure 4.4 presented that 肌肉山山 jiroushanshan‟s 

video included challenges, such as putting 100 alarm clocks in his sister‟s room to 

wake her up (Figure 4.4). Challenging videos added a fun and adventurous dimension 

to the influencer‟s character. 
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Table 4.3: YouTube Influencers Content Style 

 

YouTube 

Influencers 
Types of Video Contents Created 

 

Fulinfang 拂菻

坊 (British) 

The main video content of Fulinfang 拂菻坊 was vlog (60% of 

the influencer‟s video sample). His vlogs narrated the culture 

and lifestyle differences between China and the United 

Kingdom and daily life in China through the lenses of a 

foreigner by using humor appeals. The second type of video 

content created by Fulinfang 拂菻坊 was education (30% of the 

influencer‟s video sample). His tutorial videos were meant to 

teach Chinese English funnily. 

 

Thomas 阿福 

(Germany) 

The main video content of Thomas 阿福 was vlog (81.8% of the 

influencer‟s video sample). His video contents mainly used 

vlogs to record the lives of his Chinese wife and himself by 

concluding cultural differences between China and Germany. 

Which also includes comparing the cultural differences between 

China and Germany. The second type of video content created 

by Thomas 阿福 was challenging video (9.09% of the 

influencer‟s video sample). The challenge he did was 

exceptional and different from other people‟s challenges, such 

as finding a taxi driver and asking him how long he hadn‟t been 

home to see his family. Thomas 阿福 was willing to pay all the 

expenses for the trip, hoping that the taxi driver could see 

himself family, and children. 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.3 (Continued): YouTube Influencers Content Style 

 

YouTube 

Influencers 
Types of Video Contents Created 

 

口语老炮儿马

思瑞 Laoma 

Chris (America) 

The main video content of 口语老炮儿马思瑞 Laoma Chris 

was vlog (60% of the influencer‟s video sample), which was 

mainly based on social experiments. He used vlogs to test the 

English level of Chinese people or pretended to be foreigners 

who do not speak Chinese and ask for directions. The second 

types of video content created by 口语老炮儿马思瑞 Laoma 

Chris was education (20% of the influencer‟s video sample) and 

challenge (20% of the influencer‟s video sample). His videos on 

how to speak English correctly were based on analysis of the 

conversations or interviews of Chinese entrepreneurs or famous 

actors. These types of videos attracted the attention of the 

audience. 

 

The China 

Traveller 

(British) 

The main video content of The China Traveller was vlog (100% 

of the influencer‟s video sample). He constantly explored the 

geography of China and culture by using unique British honor 

to tell the story of China. 

 

Jerry Kowal 我

是郭杰瑞  

(America) 

 

The main video content of 我是郭杰瑞‟s was vlog (100% of the 

video sample of influencer). The most-watched vlog recorded 

cultural differences between Chinese and Americans. For 

example, he discussed why Americans bought Chinese 

products, why don't Americans like to save money? 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.3 (Continued): YouTube Influencers Content Style 

 

YouTube 

Influencers 
Types of Video Contents Created 

 

歪果仁研究协

会 Ychina 

(America) 

The main video content of 歪果仁研究协会 Ychina was vlog 

(72.7 % of the influencer‟s video sample). Their vlogs were 

generally in the form of interviews, in particular, interviews 

with foreigners in China. The content of the interviews included 

various issues, such as mobile payment, advanced online 

shopping and logistics, comfortable high-speed rail, and a 

reliable security environment. The second video type was 

education (18.2% of the influencer‟s video sample). Their 

audience is generally foreigners who are learning Chinese, so 

they will share their own Chinese learning experience with 

foreigners who are learning Chinese. 

 

信誓蛋蛋- 

Quentin (France) 

The main video content of 信誓蛋蛋-Quentin was challenge 

video (76.9% of the influencer‟s video sample). The videos of

信誓蛋蛋-Quentin included various extreme challenges, 

survival in the wilderness, novel ideas, humorous and funny 

video content, such as crossing the shark area, survival on a 

deserted island for two weeks. 

 

肌肉山山

jiroushanshan 

 (South Korean) 

The main video content of 肌肉山山 jiroushanshan was vlog 

(50% of the influencer‟s video sample), and the second video 

types were challenge video (25% of the influencer‟s video 

sample) and funny video (25% of the influencer‟s video 

sample). His videos mainly used vlogs to record some daily life 

with his sister. Moreover, all of the videos included some 

challenging tasks, such as eating barbecue during her sister‟s 

exercise or putting 100 alarm clocks in her room. 
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 RQ2: How do top YouTube foreign influencers in China engage with their 

audience? 

  1) Promoting and Encouraging Viewer Engagement 

 

Table 4.4: Percentages of Promoting and Encouraging Viewer Engagement  

 

YouTube 

Name 

Promoting and Encouraging Viewer Engagement 

Sustaining 
Promoting 

Brand 

Promoting 

Others 
Giveaways Giveaways Total 

N % N % N % N % N % N % 

Fulinfang 拂

菻坊 

(British) 

10 
45.4

% 
4 18.2% 4 18.2% 0 0.0% 4 18.2% 22 100% 

Thomas 阿

福 

(Germany) 

9 
42.8

% 
4 19.0% 6 28.6% 1 4.8% 1 4.8% 21 100% 

口语老炮儿

马思瑞 

Laoma Chris 

(America) 

10 
43.4

% 
3 13.0% 4 17.3% 1 4.3% 5 22.0% 23 100% 

The China 

Traveller 

(British) 

10 
41.8

% 
6 25.0% 7 29.0% 0 0.0% 1 4.2% 24 100% 

Jerry Kowal 

我是郭杰瑞 

(America) 

7 
77.8

% 
1 11.1% 1 11.1% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 9 100% 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.4 (Continued): Percentages of Promoting and Encouraging Viewer 

Engagement  

 

YouTube 

Name 

Promoting and Encouraging Viewer Engagement 

Sustaining 
Promoting 

Brand 

Promoting 

Others 
Giveaways Giveaways Total 

N % N % N % N % N % N % 

歪果仁研

究协会 

Ychina 

(America) 

10 
45.5

% 
5 22.7% 6 27.3% 0 0.0% 1 4.5% 22 100% 

信誓蛋蛋- 

Quentin 

(France) 

10 
33.3

% 
8 26.7% 9 30.0% 0 0.0% 3 10.0% 30 100% 

肌肉山山

jiroushans

han 

(South 

Korean) 

6 
66.7

% 
1 11.1% 2 22.2% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 9 100% 

*Multiple counts permitted 

 

 From Table 4.4, the category with the highest percentage of viewer 

engagement was sustaining. 77.8% of videos by Jerry Kowal and 66.7% of videos by 

肌肉山山 jiroushanshan reflected sustaining practice. 

 In addition, the promoting others and promoting brand also frequently appear 

in video, especially 信誓蛋蛋- Quentin was 30 % of the promoting others, and The 

China Traveller was 29 % of the promoting others. In promoting brand, 信誓蛋蛋- 

Quentin was 26.7 % of the promoting brand, and The China Traveller was 25 % of the 

promoting brand. 
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Table 4.5: Frequency of Promoting and Encouraging Viewer Engagement (n = 80) 

 

Promoting and 

Encouraging Viewer 

Engagement 

Frequency Percentage 

Sustaining 72 45.00% 

Promoting Others 39 24.38% 

Promoting Brand 32 20.00% 

Sponsor Ask 15 9.37% 

Giveaways 2 1.25% 

Total 160 100% 

*Multiple counts permitted 

 

 The second research question focused on exploring online audience 

engagement through online presentation practices. As for the core promoting and 

encouraging viewer engagement practices, the influencers used sustaining practices 

(45%) to encourage the audiences to subscribe, like, or share their content, as shown 

in Table 4.5. The influencers showed their good intention that subscription helped the 

audiences never miss further video updates. 
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Figure 4.5: 老外带妈妈第一次吃榴莲，当地老板听流利的中文吓哭了！ 

 

 

 

Source: For the first time a foreigner brought his mother to eat durian, the local boss 

started to cry when he heard fluent Chinese!. (2020). Retrieved from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nN_l613yQxM. 

 

 Video title is translated as: For the first time a foreigner brought his mother to 

eat durian, the local boss started to cry when he heard fluent Chinese! 

 As shown in figure 4.5, the sustaining practice was frequently used at the end 

of each video, as the influencers encouraged the viewers to subscribe, like, or share 

their content. The influencers gave the rationale behind the interaction by the viewers, 

as the viewers would not miss further video updates. 
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Figure 4.6: Mom & Dad Eat River Snail Noodles 

 

 

 

Source: Mom & Dad Eat River Snail Noodles. (2019). Retrieved from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBpD2vhi0pY. 

 

Figure 4.7: 这个巨大贝壳真的会比龙虾好吃吗? 网红挑战荒岛求生【第五集】 

 

 

 

Source: Net celebrities challenge the desert island to survive [Episode 5]. (2019). 

Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGwvJ4EixuI. 
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 Video title is translated as: Will this huge shell really taste better than lobster? 

Net celebrities challenge the desert island to survive [Episode 5] 

 As is shown in figure 4.6 and figure 4.7, YouTube influencers often promoted 

their WeChat or Weibo accounts. Influencers promoted other accounts or products to 

drive viewers to different websites to follow their accounts and increase the exposure 

of the account. Selling the products is also to use their influence and increase profits. 

 

Figure 4.8: 老外假裝不会说中文找路人问路【社会实验】 

 

 

 

Source: Foreigners pretend not to speak Chinese and ask passers-by for directions. 

(2019). Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBZXj8RqyY8. 

 

 Video title is translated as: Foreigners pretend not to speak Chinese and ask 

passers for directions [social experiment] 

 In addition, YouTube influencers collaborated with other influencers to 

increase the media exposure of all influencers appearing in the videos. 
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  2) Interaction with Audience 

 

Table 4.6: Percentages of Interaction with Audience 

 

YouTube 

Name 

Interaction with Audience  

Acknowledging 

Viewers 

Building 

Community 

Direct 

Engagement 
None Total 

N % N % N % N % N % 

Fulinfang 拂

菻坊 

(British) 

6 
50.0

% 
0 0.0% 6 

50.0

% 
0 

0.0

% 
12 

100

% 

Thomas 阿福 

(Germany) 
6 

60.0

% 
0 0.0% 4 

40.0

% 
0 

0.0

% 
10 

100

% 

口语老炮儿

马思瑞 

Laoma Chris 

(America) 

7 
46.6

% 
0 0.0% 7 

46.6

% 
1 

6.8

% 
15 

100

% 

The China 

Traveller 

(British) 

7 
46.6

% 
0 0.0% 8 

53.4

% 
0 

0.0

% 
15 

100

% 

Jerry Kowal 

我是郭杰瑞 

(America) 

7 
87.5

% 
0 0.0% 1 

12.5

% 
0 

0.0

% 
8 

100

% 

歪果仁研究

协会 Ychina 

(America) 

8 
61.5

% 
0 0.0% 5 

38.5

% 
0 

0.0

% 
13 

100

% 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.6 (Continued): Percentages of Interaction with Audience 

 

YouTube 

Name 

Interaction with Audience  

Acknowledging 

Viewers 

Building 

Community 

Direct 

Engagement 
None Total 

N % N % N % N % N % 

信誓蛋蛋- 

Quentin 

(France) 

9 
60.0

% 
2 

13.3

% 
4 

26.7

% 
0 

0.0

% 
15 

100

% 

肌肉山山

jiroushanshan 

(South Korean) 

7 
63.6

% 
1 9.0% 3 

27.4

% 
0 

0.0

% 
11 

100

% 

*Multiple counts permitted 

 

 From Table 4.6, Acknowledging viewers practice was the highest percentage 

of the interaction with the audience category. 

 In particular, 87.5% of Jerry Kowal 我是郭杰瑞 videos used acknowledging 

viewers practice. Moreover, Fulinfang 拂菻坊(50.0%) and The China Traveller 

(53.4%) used direct engagement practice. 

 

Table 4.7: Frequency of Interaction with Audience (n = 80) 

 

Interaction with Audience Frequency Percentage 

Acknowledging Viewers 57 57.58% 

Direct Engagement 38 38.38% 

Building Community 3 3.03% 

None 1 1.01% 

Total 99 100% 

*Multiple counts permitted 
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 As shown in Table 4.7, the influencers used acknowledge audience practices 

(57.58%) to thank their audience for watching their videos at the end of the videos.  

 

Figure 4.9: 美国人为何没什么存款，很多人真拿不出 400美元？ 

 

 

 

Source: Why do Americans have no savings, so many people really can't take out 

$400?. (2020). Retrieved from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFA5Rax0ypU. 

 

 Video title is translated as: Why do Americans have no savings, so many 

people really can't take out $400? 

 As shown in figure 4.9, the acknowledging viewers practice was also 

included at the end of the video, and YouTube influencers thanked viewers for 

watching. 

 

Thanks everyone for watching 
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Figure 4.10: When you get addicted to Chinese night snacks 

 

 

 

Source: When you get addicted to Chinese night snacks. (2017). Retrieved from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JdYUMQB0hPA. 

 

 As shown in figure 4.10, the direct engagement practice was also found in 

some videos. Many influencers‟ videos are mainly in the form of interviews with the 

audience, direct engagement practice with the audience. 

  3) Speaking Styles 
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Table 4.8: Percentages of Speaking Styles 

 

YouTube 

Name 

Speaking Styles  

Conversational Professional Shouty Eccentric Slang Total 

N % N % N % N % N % N % 

Fulinfang

拂菻坊 

(British) 

10 
26.3

% 
2 5.3% 7 

18.4

% 
9 

23.7

% 

1

0 

26.3

% 

3

8 

100

% 

Thomas 阿

福 

(Germany) 

10 
41.6

% 
2 8.3% 1 

4.2

% 
7 

29.2

% 
4 

16.7

% 

2

4 

100

% 

口语老炮

儿马思瑞 

Laoma 

Chris 

(America) 

10 
34.5

% 
1 3.4% 3 

10.4

% 
6 

20.7

% 
9 

31.0

% 

2

9 

100

% 

The China 

Traveller 

(British) 

10 
34.5

% 
2 6.9% 3 

10.3

% 
6 

20.7

% 
8 

27.6

% 

2

9 

100

.0% 

Jerry 

Kowal 我

是郭杰瑞 

(America) 

10 
50.0

% 
0 0.0% 2 

10.0

% 
3 

15.0

% 
5 

25.0

% 

2

0 

100

% 

歪果仁研

究协会 

Ychina 

(America) 

10 
35.7

% 
3 

10.7

% 
0 

0.0

% 
7 

25.0

% 
8 

28.6

% 

2

8 

100

% 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.8 (Continued): Percentages of Speaking Styles 

 

YouTube 

Name 

Speaking Styles  

Conversational Professional Shouty Eccentric Slang Total 

N % N % N % N % N % N % 

信誓蛋蛋- 

Quentin 

(France) 

10 
34.5

% 
0 0.0% 6 

20.7

% 
9 

31.0

% 
4 

13.8

% 

2

9 

100

% 

肌肉山山

jiroushans

han 

(South 

Korean) 

10 
38.5

% 
0 0.0% 5 

19.2

% 
7 

26.9

% 
4 

15.4

% 

2

6 

100

% 

*Multiple counts permitted 

 

 From Table 4.8, influencers were most likely to use conversational speaking 

style. The styles appeared in all videos by each influencer, evidenced by 50% of Jerry 

Kowal‟s videos and 41.6% of Thomas‟s videos. The second most used speaking style 

was eccentric, evidenced by 29.2% of Thomas 阿福‟s videos and 31.0% of 信誓蛋蛋- 

Quentin‟s videos. The third most used speaking style was slang, evidenced by 90% of 

口语老炮儿马思瑞 Laoma Chris‟s videos and 28.6% of 歪果仁研究协会 Ychina‟s 

video. 

 

Table 4.9: Frequency of Speaking Styles (n = 80) 

 

Speaking Styles Frequency Percentage 

Conversational 80 46.78% 

Eccentric 54 31.58% 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.9 (Continued): Frequency of Speaking Styles (n = 80) 

 

Speaking Styles Frequency Percentage 

Shouty 27 15.79% 

Professional 10 5.85% 

N/A 0 0% 

Total 171 100% 

*Multiple counts permitted 

 

 As for the core speaking styles, the influencers communicated with their 

audience using conversational styles (46.78%) or unscripted talking in a normal 

speaking voice, as shown in Table 4.9. As most of the videos were created in 

vlogging, YouTube influencers narrated their story in conversational style at the 

normal speaking rate. However, they also used some special and strange voices to 

attract the audiences‟ attention in some special scenes. 

 

Table 4.10: Frequency of Language (n = 80) 

 

Language Frequency Percentage 

Mandarin 71 50.71% 

English 49 35.00% 

Korean 11 7.86% 

German 7 5.00% 

French 2 1.43% 

Total 140 100% 

*Multiple counts permitted 

 

 As shown in Table 4.10, the primary language used by the influencers was 

Mandarin (50.71%), followed by English (35.00%), as well as their mother tongue. 
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For example, 肌肉山山 jiroushanshan who used Korean in every video. 

  4) Comments 

 

Table 4.11: Percentages of Comments 

 

YouTube 

Name 

Comments 

Advice Impression Opinion Responses Total 

N % N % N % N % N % 

Fulinfang 拂菻

坊 

(British) 

8 
29.6

% 
9 

33.4

% 
10 

37.0

% 
0 0.0% 27 

100

% 

Thomas 阿福 

(Germany) 
7 

20.0

% 
10 

28.6

% 
9 

25.7

% 
9 

25.7

% 
35 

100

% 

口语老炮儿马

思瑞 Laoma 

Chris (America) 

7 
22.6

% 
9 

29.0

% 
9 

29.0

% 
6 

19.4

% 
31 

100

% 

The China 

Traveller 

(British) 

8 
27.6

% 
9 

31.0

% 
10 

34.5

% 
2 6.9% 29 

100

% 

Jerry Kowal 我

是郭杰瑞 

(America) 

4 
16.6

% 
10 

41.7

% 
10 

41.7

% 
0 0.0% 24 

100

% 

歪果仁研究协

会 Ychina 

(America) 

5 
17.8

% 
10 

35.7

% 
10 

35.7

% 
3 

10.8

% 
28 

100

% 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.11 (Continued): Percentages of Comments 

 

YouTube 

Name 

Comments 

Advice Impression Opinion Responses Total 

N % N % N % N % N % 

信誓蛋蛋- 

Quentin 

(France) 

5 
19.2

% 
10 

38.5

% 
10 

38.5

% 
1 3.8% 26 

100.0

% 

肌肉山山

jiroushanshan 

(South 

Korean) 

4 
11.8

% 
10 

29.4

% 
10 

29.

4% 
10 

29.4

% 
34 

100.0

% 

*Multiple counts permitted 

 

 From Table 4.11, the most common comments received from their audiences 

were impressions and opinions. In particular, 41.7% of Jerry Kowal 我是郭杰瑞 

impressions and opinions comments. Moreover, 38.5% of 信誓蛋蛋-Quentin 

impressions and opinions comments. 

 

Table 4.12: Frequency of Comments (n = 80) 

 

Comments Frequency Percentage 

Opinion 78 33.33% 

Impression 77 32.91% 

Advice  48 20.51% 

Responses 31 13.25% 

Total 234 100% 

*Multiple counts permitted 
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 The results in Table 4.12 indicated that the main comments types in the video 

were 1) opinion (33.33%), 2) impression (32.91%), 3) advice (20.51%), and 4) 

responses (13.25%). 

 Generally, comments were opinions that included the subjective opinions of 

the audience and comments on YouTube influencers, videos, or topics. For example, 

for 信誓蛋蛋-Quentin, his audience often provided suggestions on specific topics in 

the comments. Because they hoped he could complete the challenge. The second was 

the impression, and the audience usually expresses a liking for the video or YouTube 

influencer. For Jerry Kowal 我是郭杰瑞, his audience often commented and 

expressed like and trust in him, and people were more convinced of the video content 

he spread. 

 



CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

  

 This chapter provides a discussion of research findings, literature review, 

theories, and methodology. It also discusses implications and recommendations. 

Lastly, potential areas of future research are proposed. The chapter sections are as 

follow: 

 5.1 Summary of Findings  

 5.2 Discussions Based on Previous Studies 

 5.3 Discussions Based on Theories 

 5.4 Limitations  

 5.5 Recommendation for Further Application  

 5.6 Recommendation for Further Research 

 

5.1 Summary of Findings 

 This study mainly explores the main types of video content and online 

performance strategies by top eight YouTube foreign influencers in China through the 

investigation and analysis of 80 YouTube videos. Specifically, there are five 

interesting findings: 

 5.1.1 Types of contents created 

 The results showed that vlog is the most common video content used by 

YouTube influencers. They created vlogs in different ways. For example, The China 

Traveller (British) used vlogs to explore China‟s geography and culture by using 

unique British honor to tell the story of China. 我是郭杰瑞‟s most-watched vlog 

recorded cultural differences between Chinese and American, such as discussion why 

Americans buy Chinese products or like to save money. Thomas 阿福‟s vlogs 

recorded the lives of his Chinese wife and himself by including cultural differences 

between China and Germany. 
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 5.1.2 Promoting & Encouraging Viewer Engagement 

 The results showed that sustaining is the most common promoting and 

encouraging viewer engagement practiced used by YouTube influencers. They used 

sustaining in order to invite their audience to interact more with their videos or 

channels. For example, “like and subscribe” or “Subscribe, like and share”. The 

results showed that the number of subscriptions also determines the influence of the 

influencer. A large part of the income of influencers comes from the number of views. 

When the number of views is large enough, influencers will generally advertise or 

promote their brands in the video (e.g.,信誓蛋蛋- Quentin often put his brand store 

Logo and link at the end of the video).  

 5.1.3 Interaction with Audience 

 The results showed that acknowledge viewer is the most common interaction 

with audience practice used by YouTube influencers. They used this practice to thank 

viewers for watching at the end of the videos or otherwise acknowledging the 

presence of viewers. 

 5.1.4 Speaking Styles 

 The results showed that conversational is the most common speaking style 

used by YouTube influencers. They used unscripted talking in a normal speaking 

voice. Regarding language use, YouTube influencers most frequently speak Chinese.  

 5.1.5 Comments 

 The results showed that giving audience opinion is the most common 

comments received from the audience. Opinion refers to comment expressing the 

commenter‟s subjective opinion on a person, video, or topic. As shown by Figure 5.1: 
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Figure 5.1: Audience‟s Opinion Comment (The China Traveller) 

 

 

 

 

Source: Chengdu my parents see pandas for the first time ever. (2019). Retrieved 

from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AgHxz359MFY. 

 

5.2 Discussions Based on Previous Studies 

 First, laowai or foreign YouTube influencers in China used vlogs as dominant 

types of content to capture the attention of their audiences. The popularity of vlogs for 

Chinese people has been increased, evidenced by the number of vlogs that reached 

249 million in 2019 (iiMedia Research, 2019). As a type of user-generated content on 

YouTube, foreign influencers‟ vlogs combined storytelling and audio-visual content 

(Safko, 2010) which relied on a mixture of fact and opinion, impression and 

sentiment, and experiences (Blackshaw, 2006). Results showed that the influencers 

catered diverse content but they manifestly expressed interest in China. They recorded 

their or family members‟ daily life in China and their perspective on cultural 

differences between their country of origin and China. As “the personal narrative, told 
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in the storyteller‟s unique voice” (Burgess, 2006, p. 207), the influencers created 

“small stories” (Picone, Kleut, Pavlíčková, Romic, Hartley, & de Ridder, 2019, p.7) 

that reflect critical and creative interpretations towards the new culture that they were 

interested in or tried to fit in. Various small stories ranged from daily life activities of 

the influencers living in China, the analysis of the conversations or interviews of 

Chinese entrepreneurs or famous actors, and teaching how to speak English correctly, 

for instance. 

 In comparing the audience engagement practices among the influencers who 

came from Asia (South Korea), Europe (UK and Germany), and North America 

(USA), they similarly used sustaining, acknowledging viewers, and conversational 

speaking styles. Mandarin is the dominant language used by British, German, and 

American influencers, followed by English. However, South Korean influencers 

mainly used the Korean language to communicate with their audiences, followed by 

Mandarin. 

 Second, foreign YouTube influencers in China used audience engagement 

practices to present themselves online. The influencers used sustaining practices to 

encourage the viewers to subscribe, like, or share their content. They communicated 

with their audience by using conversational styles in a normal speaking voice. 

Aligned with McRobert et al. (2016), professional and youth YouTube channels‟ 

practices require YouTubers to sustain audiences by suggesting audiences to interact 

more with the videos and use unscripted speaking styles. However, the result from 

this research is different from the results by McRobert et al. (2016) for the interaction 

with audience practices. This research found that the core interaction with audience 

practices pointed to audience acknowledgement. The influencers thanked their 

audiences for watching their videos at the end of the videos. Underlying their 

audience engagement practices, they portrayed themselves accessible by and relatable 

to (Abidin, 2015) their audiences. The desired impression managed by the influencers 

(Goffman, 1959) reflected the aspect of cultural identity expression and construction, 
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in particular, the performative nature of ethnic identities (Cover, 2012). As a foreigner 

in the Chinese setting, the core strategy to craft their personas was showing their 

interest in China: lifestyle, attitudes, business-doing, and geography, for instance. 

 5.2.1 Two Step-Flow of Communication 

 The two-step flow of communication (Lazarsfeld et al., 1968) claims that 

most people are not directly influenced by mass media, and instead from the opinion 

based on opinion leaders who interpret media messages and put them into context. 

This research showed that YouTube influencers serve as opinion leaders who created 

their own content based on original information and their own interpretation. For 

example, travel influencers narrated his experience at some tourist attractions by 

feeding his own subjective experiences blended with original history of the particular 

places. 

 5.2.2 User Generated Content 

 User-generated content interacts with created content and value between 

influencers and viewers (Christodoulides, 2009). An influencer is defined as “every 

day, ordinary Internet users who accumulate a relatively large following on blogs and 

social media through the textual and visual narration of their personal lives and 

lifestyles, engage with their following in digital and physical spaces, and monetize 

their following by integrating “advertorials” into their blog or social media posts” 

(Abidin, 2015). Foreign YouTube influencers in China used vlogs as dominant types 

of content to capture audiences‟ attention. The popularity of vlogs for Chinese has 

increased, evidenced by the number of vlogs that reached 249 million in 2019 

(iiMedia Research, 2019). Results showed that the influencers catered to diverse 

content, but they manifestly expressed interest in China, as they recorded their 

everyday life in China and their perspective on cultural differences between their 

country of origin and China. Align with Liang (2020); vlogs facilitate cross-cultural 

communication and understanding through every life presentation.   
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 5.2.3 Theory of Self-Presentation 

 Goffman (1959) claims that “we are all just actors trying to control and 

damage our public image. We act based on how others might see us” (p. 22). Foreign 

YouTube influencers in China used audience engagement practices to present 

themselves online. As for the core promoting and encouraging viewer engagement 

practices, the influencers used sustaining practices to encourage the viewers to 

subscribe, like, or share their content. As for the core speaking styles, the influencers 

communicated with their audience by using conversational styles in a normal 

speaking voice. Align with McRoberts et al. (2016), professional and youth YouTube 

channels‟ practices require YouTubers to sustain audiences by suggesting audiences to 

interact more with the videos and use unscripted speaking styles. However, the result 

from this research is different from the one by McRoberts et al. (2016) for the 

interaction with audience practices. This research found that the core interaction with 

audience practices pointed to audience acknowledgment. YouTubers thanked their 

audiences for watching their videos at the end of the videos. 

 

5.3 Limitations  

 There are some limitations: First, the research relied on a publicly available 

sample from only one platform, which is YouTube. Second, this research recruited 

videos published during only a specific period. The influencer might create new types 

of content and use different audience engagement practices. 

 

5.4 Recommendation 

 Managerial implications are provided for foreign influencers, marketers, or 

brand managers who aim to use influencer marketing to understand Chinese YouTube 

audiences and increase their attention: 1) Vlogs should be the primary type of video 

media content, as they could cater to different content that attracts diverse audiences. 

Showing genuine interest in China and sharing perspectives on cultural differences in 
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vlogs serve as the major points that could receive massive attention. 2) Asking 

audiences to subscribe, like, or share the influencers‟ content, thank the audiences for 

watching their videos, and using conversational styles are the practices that should be 

applied. 3) The ability to speak Mandarin could be beneficial to increase the 

influencers‟ popularity. 

 

5.5 Recommendation for Further Research 

 Further research should analyze cultural differences in vlogs and consider 

examining audiences' opinions towards foreign influencers in China. Moreover, 

further research should explore the influencers‟ user-generated content and audience 

engagement practices in Chinese social network platforms. 
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YouTuber 
No: 

Video 
Video Title Link Date Views 

Comments 

Amount 

Fulinfang 拂

菻坊 

(British) 

NO:1-1 
中国大公司 CEO 英语水平吐

槽 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

0CCBnSlYKOE 
21/04/2017 1.2M 4K 

NO:1-2 
为什么外国人会觉得中国人

不礼貌 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

yR0yo7Zaoks 
04/12/1017 1.1M 12K 

NO:1-3 
用英语怎么骂人？怎么怼回

去？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

S5ftcMY-_GA 
17/08/2017 974.2K 3K 

NO:1-4 
英国人做雅思测试....失

败？！？！ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r

vAM8vr3spI 
1/13/2017 831.5K 2K 

NO:1-5 
RICEGUM YOU ARE OVER

了 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

v7T2CH8ky8 
6/24/2018 797.0K 6K 

NO:1-6 
外国人认为最难学的 10 种语

言 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

ex2-g0bKzh0 
3/9/2017 714.3K 4K 

NO:1-7 
传说中的日式英语？！WTF

好变态哦 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

DgoV79wFUrw 
2/23/2017 685.9K 2K 
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YouTuber No: 

Video 

Video Title Link Date Views Comments 
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NO:1-8 
英国人写汉字...感觉和画画

一样 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

N5K9kYF2UlQ 
4/27/2017 678.7K 3K 

NO:1-9 

Ricegum - "Chinese people are 

like bots" 中国人都是机器

人？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

VoIuWzFrpQs 
1/16/2019 654.9K 6K 

NO:1-10 看迪玛希唱歌反应 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

UNnsTnaNSUU 
3/27/2017 612.2K 2K 

Thomas 阿福 

(Germany) 

NO:2-1 

新型冠状病毒 | 老外实拍空

城上海：绿叶菜买不到？要

囤货？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

5FDxGHzAfrA 
30/01/2020 1.9M 5K 

NO:2-2 
我给了司机 2 万块小费，让

他送我去他老家转转~ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

e3ID4qONNiM 
13/08/2019 1.7M 7K 

NO:2-3 

赶了 1 万多公里路回家，妈

妈激动得烤了一百多个面包

给我吃【惊喜】 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

QQzAZdFrSjM 
24/06/2018 1.4M 2K 
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YouTuber No: 

Video 

Video Title Link Date Views Comments 

Amount 

 

NO:2-4 

【德国中国房价对比】我爸

爸亲手造的德国别墅要几个

亿吗？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r

yXwiSR0VBY 
21/11/2019 1.4M 5k 

NO:2-5 

新冠病毒 | 我采访到了刚到

中国支援的德国顶尖病毒研

究家 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

Fuql7dK4PNQ 
25/01/2020 1.1M 3k 

NO:2-6 
中国小龙虾 1888 元一盘，在

德国却泛滥没人吃！ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

6QVba5FNdRc 
22/05/2018 1.1M 1k 

NO:2-7 

我老婆上了德国最著名脱口

秀！全程德语，她到底表现

如何？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

OcqbYzsa9pA 
16/04/2019 1.1M 2k 

NO:2-8 

我们包了整个飞机的头等舱

去德国！ 【中国国航 Air 

China】 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

SugoNkvr_kQ 
17/12/2017 1.1M 907 
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YouTuber No: 

Video 

Video Title Link Date Views Comments 

Amount 

 

NO:2-9 

我带老婆去住了中国上海一

晚 16 万的酒店总统套房！

【王思聪的酒店】 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

PNWjteFB2CU 
29/11/2018 1.1M 3k 

NO:2-10 

带我中国岳父岳母在德国最

贵的城市旅游一天会把我吃

穷么？【旅遊文化 vlog】 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

97SpNigSCFA 
20/08/2018 993.2k 1k 

口语老炮儿

马思瑞 

Laoma Chris 

(America) 

NO:3-1 

美国人带妈妈第一次喝奶

茶，流利普通话把所有人吓

到了！ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

RYwuHAYLhtE 
20/02/2020 5.6M 7K 

NO:3-2 

老外带妈妈第一次吃榴莲，

当地老板听流利的中文吓哭

了！ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

nN_l613yQxM 
26/02/2020 4.3M 4K 

NO:3-3 
老外假裝不会说中文找路人

问路【社会实验】 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

GBZXj8RqyY8 
29/07/2019 2.8M 3K 
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YouTuber No: 

Video 

Video Title Link Date Views Comments 
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NO:3-4 

中国高材生的英语怎么样？

老外假裝不会说中文校内测

英语【社会实验】 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

3JXfM_DYbeI 
6/18/2019 2.4M 4K 

NO:3-5 

Two Latino Polyglots Went To 

Chinatown… THIS 

Happened… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

GTnKSIYRGaU 
3/19/2020 1.9M 2K 

NO:3-6 

老外去北大装不懂中文，看

学生英语水平怎么样！【社会

实验】 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

2gtpggG9TGo 
12/19/2019 1.7M 3K 

NO:3-7 

美国人第一次体验针灸，说

中文那瞬间医生差点把我扎

死！ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

9llmihlFurw 
3/9/2020 1.1M 2K 

NO:3-8 
看老友记是学不好英语的！

这几部英美剧才可以！ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

i90nkYc8I8 
10/28/2019 1.1M 3K 
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YouTuber No: 

Video 

Video Title Link Date Views Comments 
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NO:3-9 

中文十级老外去中国城碰到

中国聋哑女孩儿，结果聊得

倍儿开心！ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

ahWe86D57Ug 
5/24/2020 995.8K 2K 

NO:3-10 
【陈冠希英语分析】 跟着 

EDC 学口语这么高效！？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r

RdRcx40Kpw 
5/10/2019 988.2K 2K 

The China 

Traveller 

(British) 

NO:4-1 
CHENGDU My Parents see 

Pandas for the first time ever 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

AgHxz359MFY 
7/11/2019 562.2K 2K 

NO:4-2 

CHONGQING mom and dad 

eat Chongqing Hotpot for the 

first time 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

23VU3Cbf5lo 
23/12/2019 369.6K 2K 

NO:4-3 

老外看东西：黄立行现场英

语 PK，他懂不懂英式俚语？

Can Stanley Huang understand 

British Slang? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

3hcEMXc1Tz4 
29/03/2018 307.6K 236 
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YouTuber No: 

Video 

Video Title Link Date Views Comments 
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NO:4-4 

老外看东西：花儿与少年的

宋祖儿聊美国留学经历，分

享实用的口语提升妙招 Song 

ZuEr plays WOULD YOU 

WOULDN'T YOU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

xXzNTC7bUcY 
3/3/2018 273.0K 483 

NO:4-5 

甩锅中国？连英国自己人也

不答应 Do All British People 

Believe Michael Gove's China 

Claim? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

aUMLV74-F0s 
4/2/2020 249.6K 2K 

NO:4-6 
Mom & Dad Eat River Snail 

Noodles 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

dBpD2vhi0pY 
4/5/2019 239.8K 1K 

NO:4-7 
Learn Throat Singing in 2 

Minutes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

h6-euNqm6Vw 
5/28/2018 231.0K 478 

NO:4-8 
Getting A Chinese Green Card 

is Easy 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

OPQLBnARnKU 
3/19/2019 225.3K 2K 
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YouTuber No: 

Video 

Video Title Link Date Views Comments 
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NO:4-9 
Mom's First Qipao 英国妈妈

第一次穿中国旗袍 爸爸看呆 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

1nuxZpzqgf4 
1/13/2020 220.5K 2K 

NO:4-10 

Sichuan Food & Chengdu's 

Shiba Inu Cafe 博步和韩梅梅

在中国第一天：成都 柴犬 川

菜 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

PbdPndL8Et8 
10/12/2019 203.4K 428 

Jerry Kowal 

我是郭杰瑞 

(America) 

NO:5-1 

探秘美国破产城市底特律，

为什么这里 1 美元的房子也

没人要？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

6EHOiOqNSPg 
09/11/1018 2.7M 5K 

NO:5-2 
中国产品引发美国人排队购

买！听听美国人怎么说？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

pA_TM1eP-oY 
18/05/2019 2.3M 5K 

NO:5-3 
实战印度街头小吃！吃一天

真会拉肚子吗？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

R7EkFrq4xt4 
13/04/2019 2.3M 6K 

NO:5-4 
走进印度千万美元豪宅，印

度有钱人生活怎样？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

s59JBvsWqmM 
9/4/2019 2.0M 5K 
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YouTuber No: 

Video 

Video Title Link Date Views Comments 
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NO:5-5 
走进美国最富社区之一，这

里竟然肯德基都没有！ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i

ygH84xsC8A 
28/02/2019 1.8M 4K 

NO:5-6 
欧洲最穷国乌克兰，为何美

女逃离到中国做模特？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

8Lw5DVyCWe8 
17/08/2019 1.7M 10K 

NO:5-7 
体验印度首条高铁，速度超

慢，但是免费食物多！ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

6jfpP0IUyw0 
17/04/2019 1.7M 6K 

NO:5-8 
凌晨 2 点纽约安不安全？满

街流浪汉，警察守通宵！ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

FPeZTtS5RHI 
8/10/2019 1.5M 8K 

NO:5-9 
花六万人民币飞头等舱，实

拍体验到底值不值？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

LHjkZbELfxM 
10/8/2019 1.5M 2K 

NO:5-10 
美国人为何没什么存款，很

多人真拿不出 400 美元？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

ZFA5Rax0ypU 
25/05/2020 1.5M 4K 
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YouTuber No: 

Video 

Video Title Link Date Views Comments 

Amount 

歪果仁研究

协会 Ychina 

(America) 

NO:6-1 
自从这群歪果仁大胆说出自己最

讨厌的国家以后。。。 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=c64_XrRxlD8 
11/4/2019 1.0M 2K 

NO:6-2 

“妈，我可以把美国女友带回家

过年吗？”父母的反应很真实

了！ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=p1qZxgIpdQk 
19/03/2019 642.7K 1K 

NO:6-3 
When you get addicted to Chinese 

night snacks.... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=JdYUMQB0hPA 
29/06/2017 637.3K 1K 

NO:6-4 
Hong Kong Today: What do the 

people have to say? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=yiMlhjfG2g8 
8/9/2019 441.4K 6K 

NO:6-5 
Top 10 Crazy Things Your Teacher 

NEVER Told You About China 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=_vplITGv1mI 
8/11/2018 428.4K 380 

NO:6-6 
When you realize that there are 

more than 50 Chinese dialects… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=swvFhxkbj3A 
22/06/2017 362.4K 726 

NO:6-7 
What's the BEST place to take an 

Instagram photo in China? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=KcVeWyF-0ag 
6/12/2019 340.2K 271 
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YouTuber No: 

Video 
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NO:6-8 
Why would someone choose to 

study overseas? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=nMEIOlrNSOc 
29/11/2019 333.4K 139 

NO:6-9 

Top 10 Street Legends of China | 

Lamborghini Girls, Scooter Boys, 

Raving Grandmas & More! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=q9-OmT_Rrp0 
16/11/2018 333.8K 174 

NO:6-10 

Unbelievable! These are most 

popular Chinese products on 

AMAZON | Reading Comments 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=B1rdyE9OGow 
7/11/2019 319.9K 1K 

信誓蛋蛋 

(America) 

NO:7-1 
吐槽美国的 7-11 便利店，区别

真的这么大吗？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=FXrB5ynWA9Y 
1/6/2018 6.3M 6K 

NO:7-2 
在美国淘金一天真的能买到

iPhone 吗？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=M8An01ALIbk 
3/11/2018 5.7M 4K 

NO:7-3 
法国人吐槽: 为什么那么多国人

在巴黎被抢? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=kXWhtmYTMkI 
28/07/2018 4.7M 10K 

NO:7-4 
小哥被粉丝挑战在水下玩电脑 - 

真的成功吗？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=IKlqtZjKRss 
4/9/2018 4.6M 5K 
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YouTuber No: 

Video 
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NO:7-5 
在冰桶里吃世界上最辣的辣椒还

会感到辣吗 ？ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=YFXRFPdMIgs 
9/9/2018 4.6M 7K 

NO:7-6 

这个巨大贝壳真的会比龙虾好吃

吗? 网红挑战荒岛求生【第五

集】 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=tGwvJ4EixuI 
7/2/2019 4.3M 7K 

NO:7-7 
网红在荒岛求生造竹筏逃生穿越

鲨鱼海域【第十集】 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=PDv4_FOOQEc 
19/02/2019 4.2M 13K 

NO:7-8 
网红挑战荒岛求生用 iPhone 成

功抓鱼【第七集】 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=zVCx2WBlAE4 
11/2/2019 3.9M 9K 

NO:7-9 
网红挑战荒岛上求生两周【第一

集】 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=TA0tgzKP-ac 
1/2/2019 3.8M 5K 

NO:7-10 

澳洲真的有河鲨鱼吗？饥饿小哥

在求生时抓住了一条！【第八

集】 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=kKruya9CGic 
22/06/2019 3.6M 6K 
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YouTuber No: 

Video 
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肌肉山山

jiroushanshan 

(South 

Korean) 

NO:8-1 

韩国淘气弟弟挑衅在健身的姐姐，

姐姐究竟能不能坚持...삼겹살 

먹방으로 누나 운동 방해하기 

https://www.youtube.com/wat

ch?v=Uq6tn9mQ8LA 
12/8/2018 5.0M 6K 

NO:8-2 

韩国淘气弟弟挑衅在健身的姐姐, 

愤怒的姐姐居然.헬스하는 누나 

괴롭히기 

https://www.youtube.com/wat

ch?v=GH6oWjj_4yw 
28/09/2018 3.6M 1K 

NO:8-3 
韩国淘气弟弟挑衅在上私教课的姐

姐, 姐姐究竟能不能坚持!? 

https://www.youtube.com/wat

ch?v=oHwwwpckkoA 
18/11/2019 2.5M 2K 

NO:8-4 

屏幕中的王嘉尔突然穿越到现实!? 

韩国人看王嘉尔《Different 

Game》MV Celebrity Prank Jackson 

Wang 

https://www.youtube.com/wat

ch?v=qYLVcRFuZyg 
10/1/2019 2.0M 3K 
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YouTuber No: 
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NO:8-5 

韩国淘气弟弟挑衅在健身的姐姐, 

姐姐和教练究竟能不能坚持!? Pork 

belly Mukbang Eating Show 

삼겹살먹방몰카 

https://www.youtube.com/w

atch?v=bcBo3Cn9nQ8 
22/12/2019 1.9M 2K 

NO:8-6 

【姐姐的真相】情人节姐姐在家跟

弟弟的好友秀恩爱, 尺度太大不敢

直视 

https://www.youtube.com/w

atch?v=hml_paT-VmM 
14/02/2019 1.9M 1K 

NO:8-7 

韩国淘气鬼弟弟做纹身挑衅姐姐，

姐姐居然.....문신했다고 누나를 

속여보았습니다 

https://www.youtube.com/w

atch?v=utPywwVgCps 
29/05/2018 1.9M 789 

NO:8-8 

韩国弟弟玩 FIFA突然被姐姐关掉，

愤怒的弟弟居然....누나에게 복수를 

당했습니다 

https://www.youtube.com/w

atch?v=DtkyLKf8Yv0 
3/7/2018 1.8M 871 

 

 

 

YouTuber No: Video Title Link Date Views Comments 
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Video Amount 

 

NO:8-9 
淘气弟弟在姐姐房间偷偷藏下 100

个闹钟？！姐姐真实反应笑喷 

https://www.youtube.com/w

atch?v=OE84rT9TuFw 
12/12/2019 1.7M 2K 

NO:8-

10 

私人健身教练在弟弟面前公然占姐

姐便宜，愤怒的弟弟居然。 

https://www.youtube.com/w

atch?v=4vXLc7ptHBM 
6/4/2020 1.7M 1K 
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